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Advanced Depositions Announces New Corporate Headquarters in Irvine, CA

Advanced Depositions, the innovative leader in court reporting and deposition support
services, proudly announces the opening of its new Irvine, CA corporate headquarters.

Irvine, CA (PRWEB) October 15, 2013 -- A subsidiary of Advanced Discovery, Advanced Depositions
provides a full array of services including world-class court reporting and realtime reporting services,
interpreting and translating services, certified legal videography with transcript synchronization, streaming
video and audio conference services and cloud-based paperless depositions services powered by eDepoze
software.

Conveniently located less than a mile from John Wayne Airport, Advanced Depositions’ 10,000 sq ft facility
features high-speed internet to facilitate streaming video services, and houses spacious, modern conference
rooms that can accommodate large depositions from 8-24 people. Also featured are HD videoconference
capabilities with large plasma monitors with Apple TV (iPad) integration.

"We are pleased to announce the opening of our premiere Southern California facility,” said David Vandygriff,
CEO of Advanced Depositions. “We aim to set a new standard for technology leadership and concierge-quality
service here. State of the art support is where we begin—and then we take all the flexibility, speed, cost-
effectiveness and ease-of-use that innovative technology offers, combine them with impeccable service, and
deliver those benefits at the next level.”

In addition to its Southern California headquarters, Advanced Depositions has facilities in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, San Jose, Dallas, Austin, Chicago, and New York City.

ABOUT ADVANCED DEPOSITIONS:
Advanced Depositions is a premiere court reporting and litigation support services company. No other company
has the winning blend of the latest in technology and the most highly skilled people that makes Advanced
Depositions unique. Our team of experienced professionals has the resources, attention to detail and customer
service commitment to manage all of your cases effectively, no matter how large, specialized or complex.
Advanced Depositions provides complete deposition services worldwide, online access to calendar and
transcript information, exhibit imaging, physical and online transcript and document repositories, legal video,
videoconferencing and related technologies.

For more information contact:
Website: www.advanceddepositions.com
Company: Advanced Depositions
Contact Name: Joe Bernal
Contact Email: joe.bernal(at)advanceddepositions(dot)com
Contact Phone: 855.811.DEPO
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Contact Information
Glenda Hoffman
Advanced Depositions
http://advanceddepositions.com
+1 855-811-3376

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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